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We cook: but we don’t just serve chicken sandwiches.  We serve meals made from 
fresh, high quality ingredients. Everything on our menu is made from scratch daily—
fresh squeezed lemonade, hand chopped salads, hand-spun milkshakes.  We are 
dedicated providing fresh food, good nutrition, and an assortment of healthful menu 
options for all.  We focus on food, service, and hospitality.  We want to be your home 
away from home so we take care of our customers like family and provide a clean, 
welcoming dining experience.  

We prepare: but not just a meal, an experience.  Everything we do is with the greatest 
of care.  From a clean table; efficient and excellent drive-thru service.  Our care is 
wrapped up in the little things, the in-between things that aren’t said but are always 
felt. 

We believe: with all our hearts that kindness is a higher calling.  We want to know and 
serve the people in the community.  To nourish them.  From Junior Achievement, 
various Chambers of Commerce, our Operators find ways to partner with such 
organizations for events, donations and to collaboratively working together serving 
their communities.  We also strive to offer our employees and staff a positive place with 
opportunities for leadership development and promotion to management roles.  We 
know to take care of our guest means we need to take care of our team members by 
offering highly competitive wages that are frequently above minimum wage.   Our 
operators live within the community they serve, and they hire team members within 
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the community 

We build: on a legacy of one man’s pioneering spirit.  His faithful stewardship.  His vision 
that being your best requires hard work.  We receive over 40,000 applications every 
year from individuals who express interest wanting to be a Chick-fil-A Operator.  Once 
selected as an Operator, the entry fee is $10,000.  This goes back to our founder’s legacy 
as it cost him $5,000 when he opened his first restaurant.  That local ownership isn’t just 
unique, it is the best way to do business.  We are closed on Sundays as more of a 
practical than spiritual decision to allow our Operators and their team members the 
opportunity to rest and spend time with their families.  We are more than a restaurant. 

We are a home.  Where the hugs are just as tender as the chicken, the smiles are just as 
sweet as the homemade lemonade, and the conversations are just as nourishing as the 
meal.  In fact, you will often find the Operator breading chicken, squeezing lemons, or 
serving their guest. To those we serve, we are neighbors, friends, family.   We are more 
than a restaurant.  We are where good meets gracious.  
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Drive throughs are important part to the success of Chick-fil-A business.  Approximately 
50-60% of our sales is produced from drive through.  We have been referred to as the 
“gold standard in drive through service” in the QSR Magazine for 2018 and 2019 for 
efficiency, accuracy, and speed of our drive through experience (click)

We focus on efficient service for our guest and being a good neighbor in the 
surrounding community.   (click)

We are constantly innovating our drive-thru system making our service efficient and 
accurate (iPads, mobile ordering, CFA one app, bypass lane).   Our Operators are fully 
engaged with onsite drive thru circulation finding ways to ensure no impacts to the 
public right of way.  With our innovated technology, our Operators utilize iPad ordering 
systems (face to face) at the drive thru.  We were the first in the industry to add the 
double drive-thru lanes and now adding full drive-thru lanes and canopies for speed 
and team member safety.  We continuously review our business operations for safety 
and traffic flow to implement new Best Practices and improved customer services.  We 
are finding ways to maximize the drive-thru experience for our customers and mitigate 
impacts because, at the end of the day, it is our business best interest to have a highly 
functioning drive thru serving our guests and the community.  
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Our current location on E. Colorado, approved in 2014, has been a proud community 
partner with Pasadena for the past 5 years.  The Operator, Adaobi Gawcham, has 
employed 150 team members, providing strong benefits such as above minimum wage 
and 401k/financial planning mentorship.  We strive to hire locally, recruiting team 
members from local schools and youth organizations
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Adaobi is actively involved in Pasadena and focuses on two passions: youth and 
education.  She also is a motivational speaker who shares her inspiring story with young 
people throughout Pasadena and the San Gabriel Valley.  The hope is the Operator 
selected for this location will continue the same at this location.  
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We started this project in the summer of 2018 working closely with the Planning staff 
for over the past couple of years. Our team of experts (traffic, architects, civil 
engineering, existing/local Operators, including internal CFA experts) examined the 
various designs before selecting one design which best for the Operator, the company, 
and the community. 

We produced over 20 site plans as requests were made that enhanced ideas and 
addressed concerns.  

Updated the city officials on redefined plans 

Dedicated to continuous open dialogue with the community. 

All of these efforts and hard work from my team and our company is extremely 
important to Chick-fil-A  because we are committed to partnering with the City of 
Pasadena and want to make sure we have one final design that works for the city, 
community, and our operator.  
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https://www.pasadenastarnews.com/2020/09/09/chick-fil-a-inches-closer-to-opening-
second-pasadena-
location/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=socialflow&u
tm_content=tw-PasStarNews

Our plans were well-received by the Northwest Commission last September.
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<iframe src="https://player.vimeo.com/video/384949749" width="640" height="480" 
frameborder="0" allow="autoplay; fullscreen" allowfullscreen></iframe>
https://vimeo.com/user102741653/review/384949749/d0f27ff43b
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Slide transitions from current use to artist rendering.
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Slide transitions from current use to artist rendering, view from Lake Avenue.
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Replacing a drive-thru use with another drive-thru use with same square footage
Drive-thru canopies for protection of customers and team members.
Ample lighting and landscape 
6’ monument on Lake Avenue
Menu board location is also shielded, and noise reduced during night hours 
Litter program which will clean up trash ¼ mile from the property 
Drive-thru stacks 26 cars from pickup window to Boylston (DOT requested we stack 25 
cars with adequate spacing) 
Closed on Sundays
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Building location and outdoor patio on the corner: 40 interior seats and 30-35 patio 
seats 

Direct access from Lake Avenue which promotes walkability within pedestrian access 
from Lake Avenue
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Lake: building and canopy patio

Provide 21 trees onsite with over 6,000 SF of landscaping

5’ perimeter landscape along Southern and Eastern property lines
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Lighting is important as we don’t want to impact the residential east of the property
Placement and actual lighting fixtures to prevent spillover to adjacent residential
Zero-foot candles on the eastern property line  
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Our final design, after 20 site plans, this is plan presented this evening. We feel this is 
the best plan which meets the land use codes and consistency. It also supports our 
traffic queuing and circulation by doing the following:

Cars enter off Boylston Street

26-car stack from entrance of DT to pick up window; Our canopies are designed for 
team members to help expedite orders by taking upstream orders on the iPads.  
Customers can also pay (with their app, credit card, or cash station). 

Bypass Lane: There is an outside meal delivery canopy over the pickup window (point to 
window) which allows team members to deliver orders to customers in the drive thru 
lane.  The bypass allows customers to exit once they receive their order from outside 
meal delivery or if a large order or additional items requested, they can leave the drive 
thru and pull over and wait.  

Egress: cars can exit onto Lake Avenue, right turn only

Car ingress: cars can enter (right turn only) off Lake Avenue for dine in/mobile order 
pick-up.  No left turn in off Lake (signage) and the monument sign will indicate “drive-
thru enter off Boylston”.  
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Upgrading the traffic signal at the Lake and Boylston
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We currently have supporter cards at our current Pasadena location. These cards allow 
people to express support for the proposed location.  We have collected over 250 cards 
and this map indicates various zip codes from all supporters
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This indicates there is a desire and support for this location and what a small handful of 
the residents are saying about this proposed location.  
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